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Session 1: Word List
miller n. a person who operates a mill (= a plant consisting of one

or more buildings with facilities for manufacturing),
especially a grain mill

synonym : grinder, pulverizer, crusher

(1) miller flour, (2) water miller

The miller's work was a vital component of the local
economy, providing flour to the bakeries and farmers in the
area.

mason n. a skilled worker who builds structures with stone, brick,
or concrete

synonym : bricklayer, stonemason, masonry worker

(1) mason jar, (2) the craft of a mason

The accomplished mason expertly crafted the stone walls of
the castle.
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Session 2: Spelling

1. ma__n jar n. a skilled worker who builds structures
with stone, brick, or concrete

2. water mi___r n. a person who operates a mill (= a plant
consisting of one or more buildings with
facilities for manufacturing), especially a
grain mill

3. the craft of a ma__n n. a skilled worker who builds structures
with stone, brick, or concrete

4. mi___r flour n. a person who operates a mill (= a plant
consisting of one or more buildings with
facilities for manufacturing), especially a
grain mill

ANSWERS: 1. mason, 2. miller, 3. mason, 4. miller
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Session 3: Fill in the Blanks

1. The accomplished _____ expertly crafted the stone walls of the castle.

n. a skilled worker who builds structures with stone, brick, or concrete

2. The ________ work was a vital component of the local economy, providing flour
to the bakeries and farmers in the area.

n. a person who operates a mill (= a plant consisting of one or more buildings with
facilities for manufacturing), especially a grain mill

ANSWERS: 1. mason, 2. miller's
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